
JTC Pro is an advanced pedal with simplified controls. It's a

dual switch stomp box with 6 hours of recording capability and

256 loop track memories. It has independent controls for the

looper and the drum: left footswitch (LOOP) controls recording,

overdub, and start/stop of the looper. This switch also features

NUX patented Smart TAP function, which automatically detects

whether you want to control the looper or to set the tempo of

the drum.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

6 hours of recording capability and 256 loop track memories

2 different loop recording actions: Record and Play (RP)/ Record and Overdub (RD)

High Quality Drum Sound and Smart Drum Fills

2 Start modes and 3 Stop modes for making your jam sounds like an arranged song during the performance

One Shot mode allows playing any loaded backing track without looping

Advanced Output Options: allowing stereo connection for two amplifiers or activation of the speaker cabinet simulation for Right

Output to send your guitar signal directly to a PA system or PA speaker

The Frequency Optimization helps you to achieve clear and dynamic drum sound of full range whether you are using a guitar

amplifier, PA system or even a small practice amplifier

Load Your Favorite Songs and Backing Tracks

External Footswitch Input to switch phrase memories (NUX NMP-2 not included)

SPECIFICATIONS

24-bit audio quality

6 hours recording time

256 memories

Drums 25 4/4 beats, 10 3/4 drum beats, 5 shuffle beats

2 start modes, 3 stop modes

One Shot player

2 Loop switch modes Record-Play and Record-Overdub

2 Outputs, Right Output speaker emulated (optional)

3 Output modes Guitar to L and Drums to R, Guitar and Drums to R/L, Guitar to R and Drums to L
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Micro-B USB input

9V negative tip power input
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